Automatic identification of "who" is present in individual digital images within a photo management system using only content-based analysis is an extremely difficult problem. We present a system which enables identification of person reoccurrences within a personal photo management application by combining image content-based analysis tools with context data from image capture. This combined system employs automatic face detection and body-patch matching techniques, which collectively facilitate identifying person re-occurrences within images grouped into events based on context data. We introduce a face detection approach combining a histogrambased skin detection model and a modified BDF face detection method to detect multiple frontal faces in colour images. Corresponding body patches are then automatically segmented relative to the size, location and orientation of the detected faces in the image. We investigate the suitability of using different colour descriptors, including MPEG-7 colour descriptors, Color Coherent Vectors (CCV) and Color Correlograms for effective body-patch matching. The system has been successfully integrated into the MediAssist platform, a prototype web-based system for personal photo management, and runs on over 13000 personal photos.
Introduction
Digital photo capture devices, such as cameras, webcams, mobile phones, PDAs, etc., have fueled the exponentially increasing number of digital photos the users have to deal with. However, current digital photo management technologies lack the required photo organizing capabilities, leaving a large number of users with poorly annotated photos. There is a strong need for effective digital photo management systems which can help users to easily organize their personal photo collection.
Many systems have been proposed to address the above problem using photos contexts, i.e. "when, where, what and who" in a given collection [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Utilizing only time and location based information (that can be easily extracted from the image EXIF data) is of limited use in photo management. However, technologies for effectively describing "what and who" in a photo collection are just beginning to emerge. Person annotation, in particular, has been a much discussed subject but it poses great challenges for content-based analysis tools. Consequently, most existing systems currently only support manual person annotation functionalities, a cumbersome and labour intensive task for the user.
A pioneering photo management prototype system, entitled FotoFile, was proposed by Kuchinsky et al. [1] . They employ automated content-based feature extraction tools to generate some annotation, including face detection and recognition technologies to establish a name for a person when he/she reappears. Systems proposed in [8] [9] support direct annotation relying on the user's interaction to define the names for every user appearing/re-appearing in each image. Naaman et al. [2] proposed a semi-automated person annotation system which is based on only temporal, spatial and social contexts assuming such patterns can be learnt. Similar to our work, they also form clusters of events based on time and location information. In the semi-automated approach to face annotation proposed by Chen and Hu [3] , they proposed combining face detection and recognition with CBIR and relevance feedback technologies. Like ours, their approach also involves a body-patch matching step based on colour and texture feature analysis where they use wavelet and autocorrelogram features. Their framework was then later adopted by Zhang et al. [4] [5] with specific emphasis on the use of face recognition technologies. Suh and Bederson [6] proposed another semi-automatic image annotation approach targeting efficient bulk annotation also involving body-patch similarities to create meaningful clusters comprising similar persons in time-based events. Abdel-Motteleb and Chen proposed a system for browsing and organizing photos based on faces' arrangement and represented events with a set of composite images [7] . The event-representative image clusters are formed based on similarities of body-patches created in conjunction with face detection. Similar to the approach in [3] , body-patch features are extracted using correlograms.
In this paper, we propose a semi-automated system that can facilitate describing "who" in a photo album by combining both content-based analysis tools and context data related to image capture. Key to this is to identify an effective approach to human body-patch matching; an important functional element in the person annotation process. In particular, our research in this paper contributes a comparative performance analysis of body-patch matching techniques using MPEG-7 colour descriptors, colour coherent vectors and colour autocorrelograms. The assumption made in the use of body-patch similarity features in photo management applications is that a person re-appearing within an event would be wearing the same clothing as in previous photos.
The MediAssist System
MediAssist is a web-based personal photo management system built upon a novel paradigm of using content-based technologies in combination with context data related to image capture [10] . It currently consists of over 14,000 colour photographs taken by 22 users in 30 countries over a period of a few years. The MediAssist system first groups all the photos into meaningful events based on time and location information which are automatically extracted when uploading the photos to the system. Such events have proven to be very useful both in the search and indexing operations in the MediAssist system [10] .
The person annotation system in MediAssist comprises automatic face detection, identification of person reoccurrences based on body-patch similarity matching, and a user-assisted annotation correction functionality. The automatic face detection approach described in section 3 is used to detect faces in the entire photo collection. We then automatically extract relevant body-patch features relative to the size, location and orientation of the detected faces. Based on our experimental results reported elsewhere, the MPEG-7 scalable colour descriptor is used for body-patch similarity matching in the current system. During the person annotation process, photos are provided to the user event by event as persons with similar clothes are more likely to occur within events than across different events. Based on the person identities initially provided by the user, the similarity match against a previously annotated set of photos is used to generate an automatic name suggestion when the user continues to annotate the photos. The user has 3 options to select, i.e. he/she can accept a suggested name, select a name from the suggested short-list or reject the suggested name in case of false occurrences. As the annotation process continues, more distinct identities are learnt and more representative body-patch features are accumulated, thereby improving the overall person annotation performance. Fig. 1 shows an example of the MediAssist person annotation system where the user is provided with a short-list of names to select from.
Face Detection
The block diagram of the face detection system employed is shown in Fig. 2 . We extend the Bayesian Discriminating Feature (BDF) model which was originally proposed by Liu [11] for detecting frontal faces in grey-scale images. The modified algorithm effectively exploits the colour feature using a statistical skin detection model [12] , whilst detection of variable sized faces with multiple rotations is facilitated by the algorithmic enhancement features described below.
Given a colour still image, the skin segmentation model first creates a skin mask which is subject to erosion/dilation morphological operations to remove noisy skin pixels while expanding the face cheek areas which are considered regions of interest in the face detection system. Both the original image and the corresponding skin mask are rotated in order to be able to detect rotated faces. The rotated image and the skin mask are then iteratively scaled by a pre-defined factor with minimum/maximum levels corresponding to the smallest/largest faces the algorithm is constrained to locate. After these processes, the skin image is read pixel by pixel and the presence of a skin pixel triggers inspection of a 16 × 16 image region for its likelihood to be a face. A modified early exclusion criterion is then applied to the sub-image. If successful, the Baysian decision rule, as defined by the original BDF model based on face/non-face error, classifies the current sub-image to be a face or not. However, the exact face location is decided by a modified single response criterion by searching for the best match sub-image within a pre-defined search space. Fig. 3 shows an example of automatic face detection results in a photo album scenario.
Body-Patch Matching for Person Re-occurrence Identification
Having detected faces, the corresponding body-patches are extracted relative to the location, size and orientation of the detected faces in the image as shown in Fig. 4 . We consider body patches to be double the size width and height of automatically detected faces, i.e. a body corresponds to 2W × 2W for a face W × W . This is to ensure that inclusion of background regions are kept to a minimum. We consider that the body-patch is located d pixels below the lower level of the face (see Fig. 4 ). One objective of the experiments reported in this paper is to determine the best relationship between d and the face height W . Fig. 5 shows the hierarchical approach that we introduce in this paper to perform within-event person annotation. The entire photo collection is first automatically categorized into an event hierarchy by the MediAssist system. The example shows that m number of events represented by E 1 to E m have been defined by the system out of which the first 3 events have been already annotated by the user. So the current event, E 4 , comprising n distinct persons is being annotated by the user who has already annotated k persons. Body-patch instances belonging to different persons have been stored by the system which is shown at the lowest level in the hierarchy, indicating that the persons have been annotated multiple times on re- occurrence. In this manner, when the user continues annotating photos within an event the system gathers more information about persons' appearance with their identities confirmed by the user. Thus, name suggestions for the current person P k+1 can be provided by comparing the current body-patch against all the available body-patch instances and taking the nearest match as the best suggestion.
The following colour descriptors are considered in our experiments with the view to choosing the most suitable colour descriptor in the context of matching human bodypatches. In addition to the four MPEG-7 descriptors, colour coherent vectors and HSV colour correlograms are considered for comparative analysis in these experiments due to their previous success in various applications.
Dominant Color Descriptor
The dominant colour descriptor (DCD) describes a fixed or arbitrary shaped image by using a number of dominant colours which can vary from image to image subject to an upper limit of 8 clusters [13] [14] . The descriptor uses the generalized Lloyd algorithm in the CIE LU V colour space, in order to perform colour clustering by iteratively computing the distortion rate in each cluster until 8 clusters are built. An agglomerative clustering is then used to merge close clusters if the minimum distance between the two clusters is smaller than a pre-defined threshold, a process which can result in the minimum number of colour clusters present to be 1. The colour clusters are represented using dominant colour, percentage value and colour variance. The overall spatial homogeneity of dominant colours is represented by the spatial coherency measure [14] .
Color Layout Descriptor
The colour layout descriptor (CLD) is a compact representation of the spatial distribution of a fixed or arbitrary shaped image which can be effectively used for CBIR applications [14] . The descriptor extraction process involves first partitioning the image into 8 × 8 blocks and representing them using the average colours in the Y C b C r colour space. Applying the DCT transformation on 8 × 8 colour blocks produces a series of coefficients from which a few low frequency coefficients are selected and quantized. Quantizing the above low-frequency coefficients forms the colour layout descriptor. The similarity measure is defined by combining the coefficients of three colour channels.
Scalable Color Descriptor
The scalable colour descriptor (SCD) uses a Haar transformation on histograms in the HSV colour space [14] . Non-linearly quantized 256 histogram values are input to a Haar transformation, which produces a series of low-pass and high-pass coefficients with the number of coefficients being the same as that of the input. The output coefficients are then subject to a linear quantization process of different quantization levels with the H channel representing a higher percentage compared to the other two colour components. Our experiments are carried out using a 256-bin feature vector.
Color Structure Descriptor
The colour structure descriptor (CSD) embeds both the local spatial structure and the distribution of image colours in the HM M D colour space [14] [15]. CSD is defined using 4 different colour quantization levels, i.e. 32, 64, 128 and 256. The image is progressively scanned with a 8 × 8 structuring element while updating the number of occurrences of colour values encountered within the structural element. We use a 256-bin feature vector in our experiments.
Color Coherent Vector
The colour coherent vector (CCV) descriptor is a histogram enhancement technique which incorporates some spatial information of image colour distribution [16] . The spatial coherence measure is defined based on coherent/incoherent properties of image pixels in a discretized colour space where a coherent pixel is part of a sizeable region. Pixels not satisfying this property are considered incoherent. A CCV is represented by the number of coherent and incoherent pixels. The two CCVs can be compared by using a similarity measure, for example the L1 distance. We use the RGB colour space with 4 bins from each component, thereby resulting in a feature vector length 128.
HSV Autocorrelogram
Unlike histograms, the colour correlogram descriptor incorporates spatial information capturing both colour and texture characteristics in the image [17] . The pattern of change in the spatial correlation of the pair of colours (identical or distinct) with distance is captured by the correlogram descriptor. Autocorrelograms, which capture the spatial correlation between identical colours only, are a viable solution to CBIR compromising its computational complexity and performance as opposed to correlograms. Furthermore, the use of a more perceptual colour space such as HSV has been proven to be more effective in image matching [18] . In this context, we consider HSV autocorrelograms as a potential colour descriptor to body-patch matching in our experimental paradigm. We use 16 levels from Hue and 4 levels each from S and V components, and 4 distance values thereby resulting in a 256 feature vector length.
Performance Analysis: Body-Patch Matching
The performance evaluations reported in this paper are entirely based on retrieval accuracy, irrespective of the complexity of feature extraction, matching, etc. The two most common performance measure criteria used in CBIR systems are precision/recall and Average Normalized Mean Retrieval Rate (ANMRR). However, we used the ANMRR measure in this experiment due to the fact that different query images have varying number of result images to be compared against. This is a typical scenario in a person annotation process where different users occur different numbers of occasions.
Test Data
Our test data comprises 50 subjects (i.e. 50 queries) with varying numbers of result images per query. The query and result-image data sets were established both manually and automatically. There are 4 data sets in total. The first 3 sets correspond to body-patches extracted by the system by varying d, i.e. 0.25W , 0.5W and 0.75W (see Fig. 4 ) following automatic detection of faces. The fourth set corresponds to manually established query and result images through human inspection. Table 1 shows the corresponding number of result images for each query q1−q50. In this experiment, the test data sets were established in such a way that they imposed real-life challenges on the descriptors used in this paper. Fig. 6 shows an example of 6 result images corresponding to the query : Example test data illustrating some discrepancies between the query and its result images.
ANMRR Performance Measure Criterion
ANMRR, a recently introduced and a vastly used performance evaluation measure in core MPEG-7 experimental evaluation systems [14] , takes into account not only the number of retrieved images for the query but also the rank in retrieval results. This is defined as the average of Normalized Modified Retrieval Rank (NMRR) taken over a number of queries. NMRR is defined by:
where N G(q) denotes the number of ground-truth images for the query q with rank Rank(k). K is defined as
, where GM T is the maximum value of ground-truth images for all queries. ANMRR always lies in the range [0, 1], and the lower values indicate the better retrieval accuracy.
Results
We present the performance evaluation results for 6 colour descriptors: DCD, CLD, SCD, CSD, CCV and HSV autocorrelograms. Table 2 evaluating 3 different data sets is to determine the optimum distance between the face and the body-patch region when extracting such body-patches automatically. The fourth column corresponds to the manually extracted query and result images where body-patches were more accurately established through human inspection, thereby keeping the possibilities of inclusion/exclusion of background/foreground regions to a minimal. This is considered as the ground truth in our experiments. Table 2 shows the average ANMRR figures for 50 queries when evaluated against 189 result images given in Table 1 . As expected, ground truth data proved to be more accurate than any of the automatically established data. Based on this set of results, we can conclude that the scalable colour descriptor performs best with ANMRR 0.231, and the HSV autocorrelogram, CSD, CLD, CCV, DCD following that. Considering the 3 categories of automatic data sets, d = 0.5W proves to be the best option when extracting body-patches relative to the face detection results. For SCD, its performance with ANMRR 0.240 is only 0.009 below its ground truth (ANMRR 0.231).
Conclusion
We have presented an approach for semi-automated person annotation comprising automatic face detection and bodypatch similarity matching techniques within the framework of MediAssist photo management system. The key research area reported in the paper is on identifying a suitable body-patch matching technique using the MPEG-7 colour descriptors, colour coherent vectors and colour autocorrelograms. The above descriptors were each tested using a test data set which were subject to lighting variations, orientation variations, spatial size variations, partial occlusions, etc. The results illustrate that, of the descriptors studied, the scalable colour descriptor performs best in the body-patch matching process. We also conclude that d = 0.5W is the optimum distance between the face and the body-patch region when automatically extracting such body-patches.
In order to carry out further investigations on robust body-patch matching techniques for person re-occurrence identification, we intend to compare the effectiveness of some texture descriptors in the future and to combine the colour descriptors in some way. We also intend to use colour segmentation for identifying more accurate body-patch regions as opposed to a fixed-shape region.
